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How can the design of housing & neighbourhoods
improve the wellbeing of older people?

A participatory approach to research & design

• • Funded by UK Research Councils (EPSRC, ESRC, AHRC)

• • 3 year project running from 2014 - 2017

• • An innovative partnership between University of Sheffield researchers, Sheffield City 
Council, and other local & national participants: housing associations, private 
developers, and local residents

• • The project aims to produce developed and tested prototype designs, codes, 
and specifications







What is well-being in later life?
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What is Mobility in later life?

“Mobility is life ‐ if you can’t get out you become a 
vegetable”

We define older people’s mobility as ‘engagement 
with the world past, present and future’: family, 
friends, culture, services, current affairs, the 
transcendent, natural and built environments.



Innovation – offering new typologies or ways of living 
that aren’t currently on offer, or creative solutions or 
new visions in the face of ‘wicked’ problems.

Joined-up thinking – a holistic understanding of well-
being that incorporates material + non-material 
elements: spaces, materials, light, nature, people and 
activities, and sense of place, but also understands 
the cost and delivery drivers of built environment 
projects. 

Engagement – valuing and drawing upon both local 
and professional knowledge. Using creative tools and 
methods to encourage participation in local decision-
making processes and move beyond the status quo.

The role of design in research



Research methods



1) Designing at multiple scales

City - strategy + policy (Local Plan) + 
delivery mechanisms, mapping supply + 
demand of specialist housing

Neighbourhood - Lifetime 
neighbourhoods, mapping local assets, 
joining-up local services

Housing – analysis of housing 
typologies, densities, public + private 
interactions

Dwelling - comfort, safety, flexibility, 
storage, thresholds, materials, details



2) Designing temporally

Designing for the past – understanding 
housing from a lifecourse perspective; 
enabling residents to express their 
personal + cultural history/ identity

Designing for the present - enabling 
maximum independence and active 
engagement with the local neighbourhood 
and beyond; 

Designing for the future – flexible 
homes for changing physical + social 
needs; providing comfortable and 
comforting spaces to grow old and die; 
considering lifetime + maintenance 
running costs



3) Designing with (instead of designing 
for)

Rethinking ageing – moving beyond a 
deficit or needs-based model of ageing 
towards a more aspirational model. “I 
don’t think of myself as ‘old’ ”

Participatory design – valuing the input 
of local residents (or potential end-user) 
alongside ‘expert’ professional knowledge 

Governance – involving older people in 
local decision-making; creating a sense of 
ownership over new projects



Purpose-built retirement 
housing (PBRH)



City scale – key questions

Where in the city should new purpose-built 
retirement housing (PBRH) housing be sited?

Why are some neighbourhoods more popular 
with older people than others?

Should land be specifically allocated for PBRH 
in the Local Plan?

What types + tenures of PBRH are in demand 
in different parts of the city?   

How can commissioners model future demand 
for PBRH?



North-east 
Sheffield HMA





Neighbourhood scale – key questions

Should there be specific policies for the 
planning of PBRH? (eg. proximity to 
neighbourhood centres)

What facilities are available in the locality?

What communal facilities are essential / 
desirable within new PBRH developments? 

Can the wider community benefit from the 
communal facilities in PBRH? How is this 
sustainably managed?



Parson Cross, North-east Sheffield

Low density 1930-40s estate with large public open 
spaces.

The only available PBRH is provided in residential care 
settings or older sheltered housing schemes.

Strong community infrastructure and voluntary services, 
but also suffers from a reputation of anti-social behaviour.

Many older people have strong social ties in the area, but 
would consider moving to a ‘nicer’ part of the city if they 
had the choice.

Case Study







Madeley Centre + Lea Court Extra-Care, Staffordshire
West + Machell Architects / Housing 21

Community/ rural hub attached to new extra-care 
housing.

Facilities (including computer suite, café, activity spaces, 
function room) shared between residents and the wider 
village.

The physical separation and different aesthetic of the 
community building makes it feel separate from the extra-
care accommodation – mitigating territorial issues of 
residents and non-residents (‘us and them’).

Case Study

Image: © West + Machell
Architects



Housing typology – key questions

How can PBRH be integrated into existing 
neighbourhoods?

What is the appropriate scale of PBRH in 
different contexts?

How is existing design guidance (eg. HAPPI 
principles) interpreted by planners + designers?

How can the design typology of PBRH balance 
issues of security, cost, integration, and quality?

How do different typologies promote (or inhibit) 
social interaction + well-being?

Image: © PRP Architects



White Willows, Jordanthorpe, Sheffield
West + Machell Architects / South Yorkshire Housing Association

Case Study



Image: © McCarthy + Stone
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“Opportunities for informal social interaction 
across private and semi-private thresholds”

Image: © DWELL / University of Sheffield



Single aspect                    vs                Dual aspect

+ More flexibility
+ More daylight
+ More ventilation
+ Better views
+ No north-only

apartments
+ Lower 

maintenance costs

+ Lower build cost
+ Internal circulation

Images: © PRP Architects



“At least one busy and well-lit communal 
room with direct access onto a sheltered, 
sunny, and  secure garden space”



How can dwellings in PBRH be designed in way 
that provides flexibility (and what cost impact 
does this have)?

What daylighting + ventilation standards should 
be applied to PBRH?

What is ‘adequate’ in terms of storage 
(including storage of mobility aids)?

How can external amenity spaces be usable 
throughout the year?

Kitchens and bathrooms designed + specified 
to anticipate future changes in mobility. 

Dwelling scale – key questions

Image: © PRP Architects





Analysis of space requirements for apartments
(Lifetime Homes + London Housing Design Guide)



Pilgrim Gardens, Evington, Leicester
PRP Architects / Pilgrim Homes

Case Study
Image: © PRP Architects



Analysis + further development –
Working with professional stakeholders –
particularly managers – and residents groups 
to refine prototype schemes + specifications

Cost + value modelling –
Working with developers and cost consultants 
to test viability and incorporate lifetime heating/ 
lighting and maintenance costs

Designing for uncertainty and change
Testing proposed dwellings and PBRH types 
using a number of alternative scenarios.

Conclusion + Further work



dwell.group.shef.ac.uk
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